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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer has an application that is being identified as unknown-top for one of their custom
PostgreSQL database connections. Which two configuration options can be used to correctly
categorize their custom database application? (Choose two.)
A. Custom Service object.
Unlike the App-ID engine, which inspects application packet contents for unique signature
elements, the Application Override policy's matching conditions are limited to header-based
data only. Traffic matched by an Application Override policy is identified by the App-ID entered
in the Application entry box. Choices are limited to applications currently in the App-ID
database. Because this traffic bypasses all Layer 7 inspection, the resulting security is that of a
Layer-4 firewall. Thus, this traffic should be trusted without the need for Content-ID inspection.
The resulting application assignment can be used in other firewall functions such as Security
policy and QoS. Use Cases Three primary uses cases for Application Override Policy are: To
identify "Unknown" App-IDs with a different or custom application signature To re-identify an
existing application signature To bypass the Signature Match Engine (within the SP3
architecture) to improve processing times A discussion of typical uses of application override
and specific implementation examples is here:
https://live.paloaltonetworks.com/t5/Learning-Articles/Tips-amp-Tricks-How-to-Create-an-Ap
plication- Override/ta-p/65513
B. Application Override policy.
C. Custom application.
D. Security policy to identify the custom application.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Assuming a cluster running HDFS, MapReduce version 2 (MRv2) on YARN with all settings at
their default, what do you need to do when adding a new slave node to cluster?
A. Nothing, other than ensuring that the DNS (or/etc/hosts files on all machines) contains any
entry for the new node.
B. Add a new entry to /etc/nodes on the NameNode host.
C. Restart the NameNode of dfs.number.of.nodes in hdfs-site.xml
D. Restart the NameNode and ResourceManager daemons and resubmit any running jobs.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Given the code fragment:
public void recDelete (String dirName) throws IOException {
File [ ] listOfFiles = new File (dirName) .listFiles();
if (listOfFiles ! = null && listOfFiles.length >0) {
for (File aFile : listOfFiles) {

if (aFile.isDirectory ()) {
recDelete (aFile.getAbsolutePath ());
} else {
if (aFile.getName ().endsWith (".class"))
aFile.delete ();
}
}
}
}
Assume that Projects contains subdirectories that contain .class files
and is passed as an argument to the recDelete () method when it is
invoked.
What is the result?
A. The method executes and does not make any changes to the Projects directory.
B. The method throws an IOException.
C. The method deletes all the .class files in the Projects directory and its subdirectories.
D. The method deletes the .class files of the Projects directory only.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following can be done to protect WLAN security? (Multiple choice)
A. Control traffic
B. Authentication
C. System protection
D. Encryption
Answer: B,C,D
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